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Abstract

This paper develops a new set of tools for labor market intelligence by ap-

plying machine learning techniques to web vacancies on the Italian labor mar-

ket. Our approach allows to calculate, for each occupation, the different types

of skills required. Those skills are mapped into a standard classification system.

We subsequently develop measures of the relevance of soft and hard skills and

in the latter group, we analyze in detail digital skills. We show that social and

digital skills are related with the probability of automation of a given occupa-

tion. We also develop measures of the variation over time in the terminology

used in describing occupations and finally we provide a tool for detecting new

and emerging occupations through the analysis of web vacancies.
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1 Introduction

It is indisputable that in the past few decades significant forces and factors have

dramatically changed the nature and characteristics of the labour market in both

advanced and developing countries. Technical progress, globalisation and the re-

organisation of the production process with outsourcing and offshoring have rad-

ically altered the demand for certain skills and competences.1 In addition, popula-

tion ageing in advanced economies intensifies the need for continued training, and

is likely to affect the structural demand for certain skills, in particular those related

to the health and care of the elderly.2 The overall impact of these factors on the la-

bor market is multifaceted. On the one hand several jobs are disappearing while

new jobs are emerging; of these some are simply a variant of existing jobs, others

are genuinely new jobs that were inexistent until few years ago. On the other hand

the quantity and quality of the demand for skills and qualifications associated to

the new labor market has changed dramatically. New skills are needed not only to

perform new jobs but also the skill requirements of existing jobs have changed con-

siderably. Which occupations will grow in the future and where? What skills will be

demanded the most in the next years? Those are the questions that are at the fore-

front of the policy debate both among economists and policymakers. In order to

address these questions specific data need to be collected. This calls for new tools

for measuring and analyzing labor market trends and movements. Existing instru-

ments are in fact either non-existent or inappropriate for measuring the complexity

and the variability of new labor market trends. In this paper we develop a new set of

tools for labor market intelligence by applying machine learning techniques to web

vacancies on the Italian labor market. In particular those tools are specifically de-

signed for analyzing firms skill needs. Our approach allows to shed light on a num-

ber of issues. First we can calculate, for each occupation, the different types of skills

required. Furthermore we are able to classify those skills into a standard classifica-

tion system and develop measures of the relevance of digital skills and of soft-hard

skills. Second we show that soft and digital skills are related with the probability of

automation of a given occupation. Third we develop measures of the variation over

time in the terminology used in describing occupations. Finally we provide a tool

1See Bhagwati and Panagariya (2004); Feenstra (1998); Acemoglu (1998, 2002); Autor, Katz, and
Krueger (1998); Autor, Levy, and Murnane (2003), Card and DiNardo (2002)

2see Freeman (2006) De Grip and Van Loo (2002).
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for detecting new and emerging occupations through the analysis of web vacancies.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 analyses the ad-

vantages and limits of using web vacancies with respect to other more traditional

methods. Section 3 describes the methodology used, section 4 presents the results.

Finally section 5 concludes.

2 Online vacancy analysis: strengths and limitations

It is natural to compare online vacancy analysis with other existing tools for assess-

ing firms occupation and skill needs, in particular with skill surveys, which so far

have been the principal tool in this area. The comparison reveals that these two

approaches are very different, and in some domains at polar extremes. First the

approach is opposite. Skill surveys follow a top-down approach. They have to be

designed first, and the type of information collected necessarily follows from the

initial design. Regarding skills, there are specific questions about them, and the

list of skills is generally pre-defined. Tools based on online vacancies on the con-

trary follow a bottom-up approach that is entirely data-driven. The initial data col-

lected contains all the information that individual firms post on the web. This large

amount of data is subsequently filtered and processed using appropriate technical

instruments to obtain the required information. In this way the tools help to cate-

gorise a pre-existing information set, but they do not pre-classify the information it-

self. The type of skills to be classified are those that emerge from the data, not those

pre-defined in a questionnaire. This is particularly useful for the identification of

soft skills and certain occupation-specific skills that surveys often ignore. The direct

consequence is that with skill surveys, once the questionnaire has been created the

information set is determined and not modifiable, and therefore can only be used to

answer pre-defined questions identified during the survey design phase. While a Big

Data approach allow one to use a new paradigm of analysis: ”let the data speak”, that

means extract information that allow us to raise new questions and consequently to

expand continuously the spectrum of knowledge of the observed phenomena. This

feature is particularly important for the detection of emerging skills, as it is possible

to go back to previous data in order to re-assess them. There is another direct con-

sequence of the differences in approach: skill surveys can be designed in order to be

representative of a certain population (sectors/occupations etc.). The representa-
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tiveness is mostly a problem that can be dealt with by proper design, and often the

limit is simply a matter of costs. Differently, representativeness of web based tools is

a clear issue. It is well known that some occupations and sectors are not present in

web advertisements, with the consequence that the original data set is not entirely

representative. The lack of representativeness is probably the major limitation of

online data.

The second key difference is related to the speed and frequency of implemen-

tation. Skill surveys are cumbersome instruments that take often months to be ex-

ecuted. As they are typically implemented through CATI interviews, they also in-

volve a considerable burden of time for firms (indeed the major part of the cost of

skill surveys is the opportunity cost of time for respondents). This has implications

for the frequency of skill surveys, which is rarely higher than annual. Conversely,

web based tools have almost no implementation lag; information collection does

not need the involvement of firms or entrepreneurs. Moreover, the tools are auto-

matically implemented by machines that can operate at any time or on any date,

allowing information to be collected almost in real time.

The third major difference is related to the overall amount of the costs and their

distribution along the implementation phase. Skill surveys are very costly, partic-

ularly considering the opportunity costs for the respondents. On the contrary web

based tools tend to have a higher fixed cost but are subject to large economies of

scale.

Another issue that has to be taken into account is the time dimension. Over the

last years the number of vacancies posted on specialized and general portals has

increased exponentially reflecting a more and more widespread use of the web as a

relevant source for posting job offers. We expect this trend to continue so that in few

years the vast majority of vacancies will be posted on the web. Indeed there is ample

empirical evidence showing that online job search is crowding out alternative search

channels Kroft and Pope (2014), allowing more and more individuals and firms to

use web tools for searching for jobs or posting them.

Overall online vacancy analysis is a very promising approach for addressing some

of the most relevant questions that new labor market trends are posing such as job

specific skills, job requirements of specific occupation, identification of emerging

skills in certain sectors.
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Figure 1: Overview of the framework proposed

3 Data and methodology

3.1 Data

We have used the dataset from Wollybi3 a project that analyses online vacancies in

Italy. Wollybi is now a well-established tool that has been collecting data from on-

line job-portals since February 2013. Overall the project has developed a data base

of more than 2.5 millions unique vacancies from which the tools described in the

next section allowed to extract interesting informations such as location, sector, ed-

ucation, skills etc.4

3.2 Methods

From a methodological point of view, we follow the KDD approach (Knowledge Dis-

covery in Databases, see (Fayyad, Piatetsky-Shapiro, and Smyth, 1996)), a framework

that has been defined as a baseline to extract useful and reliable knowledge from

raw data in real-life scenarios. It requires to apply a number of steps that we shortly

summarize in Figure 1 and that can be specified as follows.

3See www.wollybi.com
4The project developed with Wollybi has evolved into a large and more ambitious project funded

by the European Agency Cedefop that aims at establishing a real time LMI tool for the entire EU.
Project Real-time Labour Market information on Skill Requirements: Setting up the EU system for
online vacancy analysis AO/DSL/VKVET-GRUSSO/Real-time LMI 2/009/16.
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Source Selection and Cleaning. First, data sources have be selected and evalu-

ated. Each web-site (that includes Newspaper Websites, Employment Agencies, and

Job boards) presents its own data structure, and this requires to consider all these

heterogeneous data sources as a whole to build a unified data repository. To this

end, each web source has been evaluated and ranked on the basis of identified cri-

teria (typology, size, presence of the major relevant variables, quality of the informa-

tion, update time, etc.). Once the sources have been identified, the data are scraped

and stored accordingly. Subsequently the data have to be transformed (from one

data structure to the desired one) and cleaned. Roughly speaking, transformation

allows modifying the data structure and the content from the original structure to

the desired/final one. During this process, the quality of the data is assessed and

some cleansing activities are executed to guarantee the reliability of the data. We

have applied AI algorithms for cleansing the data, as quality issues might have un-

predictable effects on the analytics derived from data (see, e.g. Hernández and Stolfo

(1998); Mezzanzanica et al. (2015); Boselli et al. (2014)). In our context, this task deals

mainly with the identification of duplicated job vacancies posted on different Web

source as well as job vacancies published multiple times (on the same site).

Classification via Machine Learning. The next step is text classification, that works

by mapping web job vacancies into an existing classification system (ISCO in our

case). Basically, this task requires to build a classifier: a function that maps (i.e.

classifies) a data item into one of several predefined classes. In our case the items

are web job vacancies whilst the classes are the ones from the ISCO 4th level hier-

archy. This task has been implemented through machine learning algorithms that

have been employed, and then trained on a training set of web job vacancies. Sev-

eral algorithms have been applied and assessed; SVM turned out to be the best in

terms of classification accuracy (Boselli et al., 2017b,a) which is higher than 93%.

More specifically text categorization aims at assigning a Boolean value to each

pair (dj, ci) ∈ D × C where D is a set of documents and C a set of predefined cat-

egories. A true value assigned to (dj, ci) indicates document dj to be set under the

category ci, while a false value indicates dj cannot be assigned under ci. In our LMI

scenario, we consider a set of job vacancies J as a collection of documents each

of which has to be assigned to one (and only one) ISCO occupation code. We can

model this problem as a text classification problem, relying on the definition of Se-
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bastiani (2002). Formally speaking, let J = {J1, . . . , Jn} be a set of job vacancies, the

classification of J under the ESCO classification system consists of |O| independent

problems of classifying each job vacancy J ∈ J under a given ESCO occupation

code oi for i = 1, . . . , |O|. Then, a classifier is a function ψ : J × O → {0, 1} that ap-

proximates an unknown target function ψ̇ : J ×O → {0, 1}. Clearly, as we deal with

a single-label classifier, ∀j ∈ J the following constraint must hold:
∑

o∈O ψ(j, o) = 1.

Skill Extraction. The next step involves the extraction of skills required in each va-

cancy through the analysis of its text. This goal is achieved by incrementally building

a taxonomy of extracted words recognized as potential skill. Specifically, the system

uses the n-gram5 Document Frequency (DF), i.e., the number of vacancies where

the n-gram is found. The result is a list of n-grams that identify skills together with

their synonymous, we call potential skill. We then use string similarity functions6 to

link potential skills to ESCO skills and use experts to validate the linkage. Skills not

linked to ESCO are useful for identifying new potential skills.

Compute Word similarities through word-embeddings. The main idea of this step

is to compute the language that characterizes each occupation code through the lex-

icon used within the vacancies. To better understand the matter, let us to intuitively

describe how word-embedding works.

Word Embedding. Vector representation of words belongs to the family of neural

language models (Bengio et al., 2003) where every word of the lexicon is mapped

to a unique vector in the corresponding N-dimensional space. In our context, each

word used for the vacancy lexicon (that can be a term or a skill) was replaced by a

corresponding vector of a multi-dimensional space.

We rely on the Word2Vec algorithm (Mikolov et al., 2013a,b) that computes the

vector representations of words by looking at the context where these words are

used. For example, given a word w and its context k (m words nearby w), the con-

text k can be used as a feature for predicting the word w. The last problem can be

viewed as a machine learning problem where the representation of m context words

is fed into a neural network trained to predict the representation of w, according to

5An n-gram is a contiguous sequence of n items from a given sequence of text or speech
6Levenshtein distance, Jaccard similarity, and the Srensen-Dice index have been employed in this

phase.
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the Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) model proposed by Mikolov et al. (2013a) 7.

Consider two different words w1 and w2, which have very similar contexts, k1 and k2

(e.g., synonyms are likely to have similar contexts although not equal ones). A neu-

ral network builds an internal (abstract) representations of the input data in each

internal network layer. If the two output words have similar input contexts (namely,

k1 and k2) then, the neural network is motivated to learn similar internal representa-

tions for the output words w1 and w2. The Word2Vec vectors are by-products of the

just introduced training process; i.e., they are the neural network internal represen-

tations of the words used in the training process. For more details, see Mikolov et al.

(2013b).

After the Word2vec training on the lexicon, words with similar meaning are mapped

to a similar position in the vector space. For example, “powerful” and “strong” are

close to each other, whereas “powerful” and “Paris” are farther away. The word vec-

tor differences also carry meaning. For example, the word vectors can be used to

answer analogy questions using simple vector algebra: “King” - “man” + “woman”≈
“Queen” (Mikolov, Yih, and Zweig, 2013).

As one might note, this approach allows representing a specific word in the N-

dimensional space, while our task is to compute the vector space of documents (i.e.,

job vacancies), rather than words. We therefore apply the Doc2Vec approach (Le and

Mikolov, 2014), an unsupervised algorithm that learns fixed-length feature repre-

sentations from variable-length pieces of texts, such as sentences, paragraphs, and

documents as well. As a consequence, a vector is now the N-dimensional represen-

tation of documents.

This, in turn, allows us computing the similarity between job vacancies in terms

of both titles and skills content. The process is explained in Figure 2 that reports the

pseudo-code of the algorithm we used to compute the similarity between vacancies.

The algorithm takes as input (1) a set of vacancy titles J = {j1, . . . , jn} along with (2)

a set of skills a set of vacancies S = {s1, . . . , sn}, (3) the classification systemO used

to specify occupations (i.e., ISCO or SOC in this case) and the classifier that assigns

a job vacancy j to one (and only one) occupation code o of the classification system

used. Lines 1-7 simply initialize the local variables. Then, lines 8-12 collect job titles

7A similar (but reversed problem) is the Skip-n-gram model i.e., to train a neural network to pre-
dict the representation of n context words from the representation of w. The Skip-n-gram approach
can be summarised as “predicting the context given a word” while the CBOW, in a nutshell, is “pre-
dicting the word given a context”.
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and skills for a given occupation code and a given year (e.g., software developers for

year the 2017). Lines 13-14 apply a pre-processing pipeline for removing punctua-

tion, special characters, stop words and to stem terms. Then, the Doc2Vec learning

algorithm is applied for each set of job titles (line 15) and skills (line 16) respectively.

Finally, lines 19-25 compute the cosine distance between each pair of word vector

(see, e.g. Singhal et al. (2001), for details). In our settings, we aim at comparing the

dissimilarity between the lexicon used in both titles and skills for a given occupation

code o in a given year y. A list of dissimilarities is then returned at line 26.8

4 Results

4.1 Hard, soft skills and occupations

The methodology described in section 3 allows to extract skills from vacancies and

map them into the ESCO system. This results in a taxonomy of skills which are as-

sociated with each occupation. The subsequent step is to group skills into cate-

gories that allow a better representation and analysis. The first major distinction is

between hard and soft skills. Hard skills are typically job-specific skills and compe-

tences that are needed to perform a specific job or task (examples are knowledge

of specific software or instruments, specific manual abilities etc.) Soft skills, on the

other hand, are more transversal in nature and refer to the capacity of individuals

to interact with others and the environment (examples are communication skills,

problem solving etc.). Within hard skills we further distinguish between digital skills

and non digital skills.

Vacancy descriptions are often very rich and mention several skills and compe-

tences. Given the large number of vacancies by occupation we are able to calculate,

for each 4 digit occupation, the skill degree, that is the frequency of occurrence of

each category or group of skill within the occupation. Figure 3 shows box plots of

the distribution of the soft skill degree by 1 digit ISCO group. The figure reveals

some interesting patterns. First, despite the great deal of heterogeneity of the dis-

tribution of soft skill degree within group, soft skills are pervasive and for several

occupations they are more relevant than hard ones. Second, soft skills tend to be

less important in low skill occupations (groups 7-9) than in high skill ones (groups

8The algorithm has been implemented through Python using the Gensim project li-
braries (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010) for computing both Word2Vec and Doc2Vec introduced above.
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Figure 2: Pseudo-code used for computing the dissimilarities of lexicons used in
web job vacancies

Data: Set of Jov Vacancy J = {j1, . . . , jn}
set of skills S = {s1, . . . , sm}
Occupation codesO = {o1, . . . , ol}
A classifier ψ : J ×O ⇒ {0, 1} as described above
Result: a listD a list of dissimilarity values for a given o in a given year y

1 for o ∈ O do
2 for y ∈ year(J ) do
3 titlesoy ← ∅ // titles of posts classified on code o in year y

4 skillsoy ← ∅ // skills of posts classified on code o in year y

5 Mtitles,o
y ← ∅ // word-embedding to be computed for titles of posts

classified on code o in year y

6 Mskills,o
y ← ∅ // word-embedding to be computed for skills of posts

classified on code o in year y

7 end
// for each vacancy classified on code o in year y

8 for y ∈ year(J ) do
9 for j ∈ J s.t. ψ(j, o) = 1 ∧ year(j) = y do

10 titlesoy ← titlesoy ∪ titles(j)
11 skillsoy ← skillsoy ∪ skills(j)
12 end
13 preprocessing(titlesoy)
14 preprocessing(skillsoy)

// Compute word-embedding for both titles and skills using Doc2Vec

15 Mtitles,o
y ← Doc2V ec(titlesoy)

16 Mskills,o
y ← Doc2V ec(skillsoy)

17 end
18 end
19 for o ∈ O do
20 for y1, y2 ∈ year(J ) do

// Use consine similarities between N-dim vectors to compute distance

between two different vector spaces of words

21 Dtitles,o
y1,y2 ← cosine distance(Mtitles,o

y1
,Mtitles,o

y2
)

22 Dskills,o
y1,y2 ← cosine distance(Mskills,o

y1
,Mskills,o

y2
)

23 D ← D ∪Dtitles,o
y1,y2 ∪ D

skills,o
y1,y2

24 end
25 end
26 returnD

1-3). Third, in high skill occupations and in low skill occupations the distribution of

the soft skill degree tend to be more concentrated than in medium skill occupations.

This could be the result of a narrower set of competences and tasks at the extremes

of the distribution of occupations by skills but also by the fact that medium skill
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Figure 3: Distribution of soft skill degree by Isco 1 digit group
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occupations are mostly affected by technological progress and globalization (Goos,

Manning, and Salomons, 2014) that determine a larger demand for social skills to

cope with this change. Figure 4 shows box plots of the distribution of the digital skill

degree by occupation groups. Overall digital skills are less pervasive than soft skills

and tend to be more relevant in high skill occupations. The next section explore

more thoroughly the role of digital skills and offers a further decomposition.

4.2 Technology and jobs

In a famous study Frey and Osborne (2017) estimate the probability of computer-

ization for a large number of detailed occupations in the US. The study spurred a

considerable debate about the impact of the new technologies on the labor mar-

ket.9 Frey and Osborne (2017) identify the risk of computerization on the basis of

the characteristics of selected occupations. These characteristics are derived from

the O*NET system and pertain three major domains that the a group of experts

identified as the major bottlenecks that computers and artificial intelligence face in

completely automating a job. These domains are perception manipulation (man-

9For a more conservative estimate see Arntz, Gregory, and Zierahn (2016).
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Figure 4: Distribution of digital skill degree by Isco 1 digit group
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ual dexterity, finger dexterity, cramped workspace), creative intelligence (original-

ity, fine arts) and social intelligence (social perceptiveness, negotiation, persuasion,

care and assistance for others). These were assessed on the basis of the O*NET de-

scription of occupations. The limit of this approach is that it restricts the informa-

tion domain to what is available from the official classification description. Using

web vacancies it is possible to add the depth and variety of the information set of

individual vacancies. In order to grasp the value added of this approach we have

used the dataset of Italian web vacancies and matched the occupations with those

identified by Frey and Osborne (2017). This procedure is not without problems as it

is well known that there is not a one to one correspondence between SOC and ISCO

classifications (see (Hoffmann, 2003)). We were able to find a match for 512 out of

702 detailed occupations in the Frey and Osborne (2017) study. For each of those oc-

cupations we have analysed the skills required and calculated the soft skill degree,

the hard skill degree and, in the latter group, the ICT degree.10

We then used these information to enhance the information content of the clas-

sification obtained by Frey and Osborne (2017). First we have considered only the

10Whenever a single SOC occupation corresponded with multiple ISCO occupations we calculated
the soft, hard and digital degrees by averaging across ISCO occupations.
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occupations that have been classified by experts in FO’s study11 for which we have

explained the probability of automatisation on the basis of the hard/soft/digital skill

degree. The first two columns of Table 1 report the results of the probit analysis and

shows that the probability of automation is positively correlated with the hard skill

degree and negatively with the soft skill degree. This is in line with the FO approach

in fact hard skills are more technical and more likely to be replaced by machines

or software whereas soft skills are less automatable. Interestingly the digital degree

is never significant in explaining occupation automability. This is explainable with

the fact that digital and ICT was not a feature considered by experts when classifying

occupations as automatable. Columns 3-7 extend the analysis to the full sample of

512 occupations. In this case the dependent variable is the degree of automability as

estimated by FO in their study. We implement both simple OLS and weighted OLS

where we weight occupation observations on the basis of the frequency of vacancies

in our sample. The results confirm the negative correlation between soft skills and

automability; interestingly now the degree of digital skill is statistically significant

and negatively related with the probability of automation. This show the potential

advantage of using information on skills. FO classified occupation automability on

the basis of job characteristics. Adding information about skills allows to under-

stand where skills can temper the negative impact of technology on jobs. Digital

skills are exemplary since they can complement the use of machines and software

and therefore make the job less substitutable even for occupations that are on aver-

age highly automatable. Table 2 develops further the interactions between hard and

digital skills by dividing the sample at different values of the distribution of hard

skill degree. For simplicity, given the limited number of observations we have split

the sample in two: above and below the median12 At low levels of hard skill degree

hard skills tend to be negatively correlated with the probability of automation, this

correlation disappears when we consider occupations characterized by a high hard

skill degree. However digital skills are always negatively correlated with the proba-

bility of automation irrespective of the degree of hard skills. Columns 3-4 perform

a similar analysis considering different values of the distribution of the probabil-

ity of automation. For occupations with low probability of automation hard skills

are positively related with the probability of automation while digital skills are neg-

atively correlated. Considering occupations characterized by higher probability of

11We have an exact match only for 44 of such occupations
12Similar results are obtained using quartiles of the distribution.
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automation the hard skill degree is now not significant while the digital degree now

turns positively related with the probability of automation. This can be explained

with the fact that occupations characterized by the highest probability of automa-

tion are often medium level administrative occupations (clerks, tellers, credit ana-

lysts) for which are required basic digital skills such as the use of spreadsheet that

tend to be substituted by technological advances rather than complement them. In

order to investigate this issue further we have further refined the textual analysis and

split the classification of digital skills into four subgroups as described below.

Information Brokerage Skills. Refer to the ability to use ICT tools and platforms for

data exchange and communication (e.g. social media);

Basic Informatics Skills. Refer to the ability to use some ICT specific applications

for supporting the individual professional activities (e.g. use of spreadsheet or

word processing software);

Applied/Management Informatics Skills. These skills refer to tools and software used

within the organisation for supporting management, operational and decision

making processes (e.g. administrative software);

ICT Technical Skills. Refer to solutions, platforms and programming languages that

are strongly related to ICT-specific professions (e.g. programming languages,

advanced ICT softwares).

Columns 5-6 of Table 2 report the analysis using this decomposition of digital

skills outlined above. Confirming our intuition for highly automatable occupations

the probability of automation is positively correlated with basic digital skills. On

the contrary more sophisticated ICT technical skills are always negatively correlated

with the probability of automation.
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Table 1: Explaining the probability of automation: soft vs hard skills

Rest. sample Rest. Sample Full sample Full sample Full sample Full sample
Probit Probit OLS W. OLS OLS W. OLS

Soft skills -7.047*** -0.727*** -0.645***
(2.047) (0.122) (0.001)

Hard skills 7.476*** 0.842*** 0.714***
(2.445) (0.118) (0.001)

Digital skills -0.598 -0.719*** -0.683***
(1.735) (0.110) (0.001)

Const. 3.020*** -4.145*** 0.817*** 0.759*** 0.169** 0.224***
(0.827) (1.336) (0.045) (0.000) (0.079) (0.001)

R2 0.283 0.281 0.065 0.058 0.137 0.148
N 44 44 512 512 512 512

Note: Cols 1-2 dep. variable = 1 if occupation is automatable 0 if not. Cols 3-6 dep. variable =
probability of automation. W. OLS = weighted regression, weights are the number of vacancies per
occupation. Cols 1-2 report pseudo R2. * denotes significance at 0.05 level, ** at 0.01.
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Table 2: Probability of automation and Digital skills

Q12 Hard Q34 Hard Q12 Prob Q34 Prob Q12 Prob Q34 Prob
Hard skills 1.365*** -0.415 0.589*** -0.008 0.573*** 0.016

(0.273) (0.300) (0.106) (0.048) (0.105) (0.049)
Digital skills -0.977*** -0.779*** -0.493*** 0.101**

(0.261) (0.113) (0.099) (0.044)
Information Brokerage -0.048 0.015

(0.381) (0.148)
ICT Technical -0.694*** -0.190*

(0.179) (0.106)
Basic Information -1.264*** 0.383***

(0.349) (0.139)
Applied Management ICT -0.249 0.052

(0.183) (0.093)
Const. -0.076 1.137*** -0.004 0.868*** 0.025 0.853***

(0.139) (0.232) (0.064) (0.034) (0.067) (0.036)
R2 0.101 0.158 0.143 0.021 0.182 0.068
N 256 256 256 256 251 249

Note: Q12-Q34 Hard define respectively quartiles 1,2 and 3,4 of the distribution of Hard skill degree.
Q12-Q34 Prob refer to the distribution of the probability of automation. * denotes significance at
0.05 level, ** at 0.01,
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4.3 How does the vacancy contents of occupation change?

As stressed in the introduction the major factors that are affecting the labor market

are responsible for the change of the skills and qualifications needed for occupa-

tions. The identification of the change in the skill content of occupations is one

of the most challenging problem in labour market analysis. To deal with this issue

we have applied the word embedding tools described in section 3 by measuring the

differences in lexicon within occupations (4 digit ISCO) between 2014 and 2017 in

our sample. In other words for each occupation we have analysed whether and to

what extent the content of the vacancy changed e.g. how the description changed.

We measured the change along two main dimensions. First we have analysed the

evolution of the distribution of job titles, second the evolution of the distribution

of required skills. Each vacancy contains a job title which is generally expressed in

natural language, i.e. not coded according to a standard classification. The machine

learning tool described in section 3 classifies each vacancy in the standard ISCO sys-

tem. This means that for every occupation we have the distribution of job titles that

are used to describe it. Similarly for the text we can obtain the entire distribution

of words used for skills in the description of the vacancies that refer to the same

occupation.

In Figure 5 we report four box-plots, one for each classification algorithm. Each

box-plot shows the distribution of the dissimilarity distribution value (left side plots)

and the lexicon variation (right side plots) for each ISCO first-level groups.

The left-hand side of Figure 5 shows the variation of the vocabulary by com-

paring terms used in job titles (upper-left plot) and skills extracted from vacan-

cies (lower-left plot) posted in 2014 and in 2017 for a given ISCO code, for identical

sources scraped. This metric highlights the lexical richness of the Labor Market In-

formation from Web. As one might note, the vocabulary size has considerably grown

in terms of job titles used to advertise jobs and skills requested since 2014. In other

words the terminology used to identify occupations and to describe the associated

skill set considerably increased over a short period of time. It is difficult however to

infer from this a substantial change in the required skills driven by the megatrends

identified in the introduction. In fact the increase in the vocabulary could be simply

the result of an increase in the number of synonyms used that does not correspond

to a substantial change in the skills required for a specific occupation. In order to

investigate this further we have analyzed the variation of the lexicon used, using the
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Doc2Vec techniques as described above. This solves the problem above since the al-

gorithm recognizes word synonyms and skills used in similar contexts. For example

the algorithm would recognize that a term such as software developer used in 2014

is related to a more recent term as app developer by learning the context of words

that characterized the lexicon used in these vacancies. As expected lexicon varia-

tion is considerably smaller than vocabulary variations. Furthermore, the median

value of the lexicon variations for skills is higher than the one computed on titles

only, showing that there seems to be more dynamism in terms used to express skills,

rather than for terms used for advertising job positions. The size of the variation is

also interesting as it shows that on average there is a 35-40% variation in the lexicon

used to describe skills for groups of occupations. Finally a closer inspection of the

median values shows that there is an interesting pattern emerging in the distribu-

tion of skills (bottom right panel). The largest lexicon variation for skills refers to

the top and the bottom of the skill distribution (groups 1-3 and 7-9). This confirms

the findings of the literature that stresses that technological change is determining

a polarization in the labour market of advanced economies (Michaels, Natraj, and

Reenen, 2014); as a consequence high and low skill occupations are the ones where

skill lexicon changes the most.

4.4 New emerging occupations

One of the most debated issues in the literature that studies the effect of technologi-

cal change on the labour market is whether and to what extent the new technologies

not only destroy or modify existing jobs but also create new ones. But how to detect

new jobs? The issue is gaining importance due to the increasing speed of techno-

logical progress. The typical approach in detecting new and emerging occupations

is to exploit changes in the official classification. For instance Lin (2011) identifies

new jobs by collecting new occupation titles from U.S. classification indexes in 1977,

1991, and 2000.13 This procedure however allows to detect new occupations only ex

post, i.e. after a change in the classification which generally occurs after a certain

number of years.

During the las year the Bureau of Labour Statistics (Occupational Employment

Statistics, 1998) and subsequently the O*NET system for O*NET Development (2006)

13More specifically Lin (2011) exploits information from the Dictionary of Occupation Titles and
from the Census Bureaus Classified Index of Industries and Occupations
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Figure 5: Vocabulary Variation and Lexicon Dissimilarity on Job Titles between years
2014 and 2017.
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7-Craft-and-Related-Trades-Workers
8-Plant-and-Machine-Operators-and-Assemblers

9-Elementary-Occupations
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established a methodology for the identification and classification of new occupa-

tions. This methodology defines as “new” an occupation, not adequately described

by the existing classification, which “involves significantly different work than that

performed by job incumbents of other occupations, as determined by NC State and

O*NET research consultants”.

This methodology has several merits but has the limit of involving a strong com-

ponent of expert judgment in the initial identification of the critical industries where

new occupations should be detected. The expert judgment is necessary in order to

limit the amount of qualitative analysis undertaken, given the extent and variety of

the impact of technological progress on the labour market.

The analysis of web vacancies allows to develop a new approach to the identi-

fication of new and emerging occupations. This approach is more data driven and

exploits all the richness of web vacancies but also constructs some quantitative met-

ric.

A Human-in-the-loop approach for detecting new emerging occupations. In the

following we describe how topic modeling can be used to identify new (potential)

emerging occupation, by exploiting a unsupervised learning techniques. More specif-

ically, let us suppose to have a collection of documents - composed of no more

than 10 or 15 words each - whose content is a mixture of arguments (e.g. topics,

T1, T2, . . . , Tn) that characterize the lexicon of each subset of documents. LDA (La-

tent Dirichlet Allocation Blei, Ng, and Jordan (2003)) is a generative probabilistic

model that considers each document as a mixture of latent topics, where each topic

is characterized by its own words distribution. LDA allows clustering documents by

topics on the basis of the frequency of words. As a result, each topic is composed

by words that mostly contribute to its generation. The higher the probability that a

topic contains a certain term, the higher the relevance of that term has in the cor-

responding topic. LDA does not make a partition of terms by topics, as a term can

belong to more than one topic, albeit having a different relevance.

The idea behind the use of LDA for identifying new potential occupations relies

on considering a job vacancy’s title as a document whose content might be ideally

composed of a number (fixed but unknown) of topics to be identified. Figure 6 pro-

vides a graphical overview of how this process works. Once each job vacancy has

been classified on the standard taxonomy (i.e., ISCO 4th digit in our case), the LDA
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algorithm is applied on each subset of vacancies, grouping them by ISCO codes.

This pre-selection phase would help LDA on reducing the features space and to

maximize the LDA performances as well. The LDA process returns a number of

topics along with their probability distribution of words (n-grams) that compose

each topic.14 The process returns a list of top-terms for each ISCO code, that has

to be analyzed and refined by a labor market specialist. Since LDA is an unsuper-

vised learning, a human supervision that validates the final outcome is mandatory

to guarantee a reliable result. Finally, terms that identify new potential occupations

are linked to job vacancies in which that terms have been found, and then linked

to the skills included. This allows one to compute the new emerging occupations

and to filter-out only skills requested by them. A selection of some new occupa-

tions found using this approach is provided in Tables 3 and 4, that also show the

hard and soft skills found respectively. The tables show that, as expected, most of

the new occupations are in the ICT sector and require very technical skills. How-

ever also for technical occupations social skills are extremely important due to the

increasing pervasiveness of ICT in very different domains.

Figure 6: Human-in-the-loop approach for discovering new potential occupations

14Notice the the number of topics to be identified is an input parameter of any LDA-based ap-
proach that has to be tuned properly.
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Table 3: New emerging occupations selected along with the corresponding top Hard-skills. The upper text of each dashed line is the
top level skill in the ESCO skill hierarchy (v0) with its relevance within the occupation. The lower text of each dashed line reports the
most important skills extracted and belonging to the parent ESCO skill. (*) Represents skills extracted but not present yet in the ESCO
taxonomy (i.e., new skills).

New Occupation Hard Skill Hard Skill Hard Skill Hard Skill Hard Skill

Brand Manager

Informatics (54.83%) Business &

Administration

(43.24%)

Mathematics &

Statistics (1.93%)

MS Office Public Relations Data Analysis

SAP CRM Marketing

Management

Software*

Management

Business Analyst

Informatics (47.62%) Business &

Administration

(26.19%)

Mathematics &

Statistics (25.54%)

Law (0.75%)

MS Office Public Relations Data Analysis Legal Studies

SAP CRM & SQL Management Data Analysis Security Law

Google Analytics &

ERP*

Customer

Relationship

Management
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Table 3 Continued

BI Analyst

Informatics (50.32%) Mathematics &

Statistics (29.60%)

Business &

Administration

(19.33%)

Law (0.75%)

SQL & Oracle Data Analysis Public Relations Legal Studies

SharePoint & Data

Integration*

Management Security Law

Manage Quality

Data Scientist

Mathematics &

Statistics (48.15%)

Informatics (29.01%) Business &

Administration

(22.84%)

Data Analysis SQL & Java Public Relations

SAS Business

Intelligence

Management

SAP & SPSS* Data Integration* Customer

Relationship

Management

Data Analyst

Informatics (46%) Mathematics &

Statistics (39.02%)

Business &

Administration

(13.70%)

Law (1.29%)

Business

Intelligence

SAS Management Legal Studies
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Table 3 Continued

SQL & Java Data Analysis Public Relations Security Law

Facility Manager

Business &

Administration

(48.07%)

Informatics (19.89%) Law (16.02%) Architecture &

Constructions

(8.28%)

Mathematics &

Statistics (7.74%)

Management MS Office Security Law Electrical

Installations

Data Analysis

Public Relations AutoCAD Legal Studies Electrical

Installations

Negotiation

experiences

Basics of Informatics Reading of Technical

Draws

HSE Specialist

Law (41.51%) Informatics (28.30%) Business &

Administration

(16.98%)

Mathematics &

Statistics (5.66%)

Physics (3.77%)

Security Law Basics of Informatics Manage Quality Data Analysis Mechanics

Legal Studies SAP CRM Industry Systems

Regulatory Affairs

Business &

Administration

(36.41%)

Law (31.79%) Informatics (28.72%) Mathematics &

Statistics (3.08%)

Public Relations Legal Studies MS Office Data Analysis

Management Security Law Basics of Informatics
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Table 3 Continued

Customer

Relationship

Management

Security Law SAP CRM
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Table 4: New emerging occupations selected along with the corresponding top Soft-skills

New Occupation Soft Skill Soft Skill Soft Skill Soft Skill Soft Skill

Brand Manager
Foreign languages Positive attitude Cooperation with

others

Leadership ability Problem solving

(45.34%) (31.71%) (7.69%) (6.61%) (6.21%)

Business Analyst
Foreign languages Positive attitude Problem solving Cooperation with

others

Leadership ability

(46.52%) (30.83%) (10.99%) (5.47%) (2.20%)

BI Analyst
Foreign languages Positive attitude Problem solving Cooperation with

others

Leadership ability

(39.23%) (31.51%) (15.35%) (6.27%) (4.34%)

Data Scientist
Positive attitude Foreign languages Problem solving Cooperation with

others

Leadership ability

(38.58%) (29.63%) (13.58%) (6.79%) (4.63%)

Data Analyst
Positive attitude Foreign languages Problem solving Cooperation with

others

Leadership ability

(40.91%) (34.85%) (8.71%) (5.30%) (5.30%)

Facility Manager
Foreign languages Positive attitude Leadership ability Problem solving Values

(39.68%) (28.95%) (16.09%) (11.53%) (2.95%)

HSE Specialist
Foreign languages Problem solving Positive attitude Cooperation with

others

Leadership ability
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Table 4: New emerging occupations selected along with the corresponding top Soft-skills

New Occupation Soft Skill Soft Skill Soft Skill Soft Skill Soft Skill

(14.55%) (56.36%) (20.00%) (3.64%) (1.82%)

Regulatory Affairs
Foreign languages Positive attitude Problem solving Leadership ability Cooperation with

others

(54.19%) (26.32%) (6.10%) (5.14%) (3.71%)
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5 Conclusions

In this article we develop a new set of tools for labor market intelligence by applying

machine learning techniques to web vacancies on the Italian labor market. These

tools are specifically designed for analyzing firms skill needs. Our approach allows

to shed light on a number of issues. We can calculate, for each occupation, the dif-

ferent types of skills required. We are able to classify those skills into a standard

classification system and develop measures of the relevance of soft and hard skills

in the latter group, we can drill down detailed digital skills. We show that social and

digital skills are related with the probability of automation of a given occupation.

We also develop measures of the variation over time in the terminology used in de-

scribing occupations and finally we provide a tool for detecting new and emerging

occupations through the analysis of web vacancies. Overall this approach provides

extremely promising insights that allow to better understand the relevant changes

that are affecting the labor market.
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